
 

FlashVote helps you make a difference in your community

Survey Results: Public Safety

 Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of Town of Oro Valley to the FlashVote community for Oro Valley, AZ.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials

637
Total Participants

635 of 874 initially invited (73%)

2 others

Margin of error: ± 4%

Applied Filter:

Locals only

Participants for filter:

563

Started:

Jun 26, 2019 11:08am

Ended:

Jun 28, 2019 11:05am

Target Participants:

All Oro Valley

Q1 How do you currently receive public safety (police and fire) related information? (Choose all that apply)

(542 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (542)

Social media 34.1% (185)

Newspaper 36.0% (195)

Radio 15.1% (82)

Television 35.1% (190)

Town of Oro Valley website 17.3% (94)

I don't currently receive public safety related information 28.0% (152)

Other: 11.8% (64)
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https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=local&question_id=5d117128f72f8901ee8acd4e
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=tv&question_id=5d117128f72f8901ee8acd4e


E-mail

Email

Explorer not AZ Daily Star

Law Enforcement Family

Web page of local tv station

text message

what limited information that I do receive is from the OV Chamber's e-newsletters and The Explorer

Online

From the bi-weekly town council meetings. Day to day info is not important to me.

Word of mouth

Google web alerts

Word of mouth

Nextdoor app

We don't receive much news

Scanner radio for OVPD, Pima Sheriff, and NW Fire

HOA emails, NextDoor App

Employees

text

Alerts on Iphone

cellphone emergency alerts

ipad

Email

NextDoor

email notices

Nextdoor

e-mails from OV town office

Email notification

mobile phone

cell phone

email

Town Website

email.

Email from city

News media on line websites

Neighborhood Watch Communications

used to get neighborhood watch alerts but haven't received any lately.

Newspaper apps

Rural metro bill comes in mail

neighbors

ocassionally radio or tv

neighbors and friends

Email alert from TOV

Next door

Where will I find that info?

I thought that was what Code Red was for. But I never get any notices.

Email

The LOVE internet group!

EMAIL FROM TOWN OF ORO VALLEY



I get direct Police alerts to my mobile phone.

neighbors

Email

NextDoor

Crime Reports

Email

Nextdoor app

On-line News

Emails

News feeds on google news

Local news apps

Amber and Silver alerts on my cell phone only.

web

Online News

Cell Phone

Q2 Which of the following is your fire service provider?

(563 responses by locals)

Q3 Which of the following Golder Ranch Fire District programs or services have you used, if any? (Choose all

that apply)

(545 responses by locals)

Locals
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Options Locals (563)

Northwest Fire District 8.5% (48)

Tucson Fire Department 0% (0)

Oracle Fire District 0% (0)

Golder Ranch Fire District 82.2% (463)

None of these 0.4% (2)

Not Sure 8.9% (50)

Options Locals (545)

CPR instruction 5.7% (31)

Residential lock box 4.4% (24)

Smoke detector battery change 13.2% (72)

Ambulance transport 16.9% (92)



Q4 The Oro Valley Police Department currently offers a wide variety of programs through its community policing

philosophy, including its Teen Academy, Citizens Academy, Coffee with a Cop, and Dispose-a-Med.

Are there any new programs or initiatives you would like to see them provide?

(112 responses by locals)

No. I'm a volunteer CVAP with OVPD so I've taken Citizen's Academy, and do Dispose-a-Med as well as other community events and the SAFE

course.

NONE I CAN THINK OF.

No

Paper shredding for important documents.

Tucson is one of the major illicit drug distribution points in the US. Some of this distribution has to go through Oro Valley. Perhaps some sort of class

on spotting illicit drug traffice and distribution. Remembering the OV police officers are in danger every day if they mishandle things like fentanyl

Perhaps an outreach program that will include some of the HOAs in Oro Valley at their regularly scheduled meetings.

None that I'm aware of

Ride Alongs, Firearms Training, open firing range competitions with PD

Other communities have permanent dispose a need locations at police and fire stations. The events are never convenient for me but I would swing

by and drop medications off if there was a permanent location. I think it’s also better than stashing them in your house until one comes up or

flushing them down the toilet which isn’t good for the water supply.

Home security check and recommendations.

Attend some HOA meetings as police protection is a common topic and board members are not qualified to answer.

Please do not overlook the Drug Awareness Day(DAD). Of those you mentioned DAD is the largest event.

A social media awareness for kids and teens

not at this time

Shred a thon

You forgot the Explorers. They waste enough money. Just enforce the Laws and stop all the PR.

Locals
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Options Locals (545)

Home safety review 1.1% (6)

Snake removal 38.5% (210)

I haven't used any of these 44.6% (243)

https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=police&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
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https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=driver&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=like&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=safe&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=time&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=teen&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=traffic&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=dispose&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=home&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=love&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=job&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=go&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=etc&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=also&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=day&question_id=5d117242f72f8901ee8acd81


Crime Prevention( Property & Personal)

These are all great programs. I think the Shopping with a Cop during the holidays is also great and I think there’s ones focused around kids going

back to school.

no

I have participated in several of these. Great Job!

Neighborhood watch program

No

Nothing new we can think of

None I can think of at this time.

No, my experience is the officers I have observed are professional, helpful and appear to be well trained

No. They currently do a great job catching criminals and keeping them out of our community.

more officers. less bs programs

More frequent hazardous waste drop off events if that is in any way connected to the Police Department...

School drug awareness

More public interactions with more officers. Coffee with a cup is great, but have them much more often, different locations and venues, and with

more officers. Oro valley has some of the best officers a town could ask for, and yet there is still a stigma with police because of the information

age we are living in. The only way to break this down is with ethical, efficient, positive public interactions. Advertise these times and venues very

little, allow people to approach officers in their own way. More foot patrols for when marketplaces and parks have many people walking around. an

officer walking asking how people's day is going is much more approachable than one sitting in an SUV staring at their phone or laptop.

Dispose a med anytime so I don’t have to wait for an event to happen On another subject. Hazardous waste without paying the $10 to the City of

Tucson

I am the program director at Sun City Oro Valley. We have had the "active shooter in a building" presented to our staff. It was very good. Thank you

Something for toddlers and smaller kids?

Shredathon

We just moved here six weeks ago From Coeur d’Alene, Idaho—we are very impressed with Oro Valley and its police department. We have nothing

to add at this time but we thank you.

Continue to provide Community Volunteer Assistance Program

More publicity on how to request wellness checks

Is there a way to find out metrics about police activity? (e.g., locations, types of issues)

Some training on citizen role in emergencies like wildfire evacuation .

Home and property safety courses

how to protect family from crime coming up from Mexico

I enjoyed the women’s auto class and would love to see one for new drivers/teens. Also, babysitting classes for kids ages 12+

This has made me aware of programs I didn't know about, so I will follow up!

No

It would be great if there was an evening seminar on how to keep your home and property safe. The Citizens Academy is fantastic. Thank you.

Shredding and Computer Disposal

Participated in Citizen’s Academy - it was a wonderful experience.

Keep existing services & programs. Offer mass emergency type training for a catastrophic community event. Messaging what community should

do.

NO

no

Babysitting, CPR/First Aid

Citizens Academy "refresher" or extension.

Anything that keeps this a safe community and enhances the security and sense of safe environment we enjoy.

More programs in schools on topics such as stranger danger, drugs, bullying?, social media safety, etc.

Not really but these are all good

All going well

Not at this time

No thanks

a dispose-a-med receptacle always available



How about an OVPD community open house? Let citizen's understand better the organization of the department and welcome residents to interact

with police on a more familiar basis.

Paper shredding event - how to properly install a car seat -

no

Perhaps some "mini-courses" like Citizens Academy for education purposes on what police do, what we can do. Not all can participate in long

courses.

Driving while texting

We love the House Dark program and hope it stays around. The people are excellent!

Cyclist safety.

All good!

Notification of any criminal activity in Oro Valley that we should be aware of and tips on how to protect against. Identify best ways to contact the

Department to prevent or reports crime.

Keep providing the fantastic services they have been providing.

Tell Mr. Kessler, OV Town staff person, that a roundabout is NOT needed at Moore and LaCanada. Of the 16 accidents/incidents documented in

police reports during the past 4+ YEARS and 7 MONTHS, 7 were “failure to stop/failure to yield; 2 DUI; 3 speeding; 1 lane change; and 3 “unknown”

which involved drivers waving someone ahead (without noticing an approaching veh.); drivers not knowing whose turn it was to proceed — so they

drove into each other; and one turning Rt and hitting a bike. None of these will be eliminated with a roundabout, rather, a roundabout will

compound the problem for all these drivers and add major danger to pedestrians, bicyclists and joggers. STOP THE WASTE OF MONEY AND TIME!

DEMAND A STOP TO THE ROUNDABOUT!

Would love to see more traffic monitoring activity since speeding is the norm on many O.V. streets/roads. Also would love to see a little section in

the local Explorer reserved for the "O.V. Beat" - that highlights the community activities our force invests in (PR for Teen Academy and Citizens

Academy in particular). They do such a great job - love to have the community be more aware of their investment in the community.

No

More neighborhood watch interaction.

The Town Council has approved funding for additional officers. If they are understaffed, it doesn't make sense to add new programs and initiatives

that will detract from primary law enforcement needs. Any exceptions should be driven by urgent community needs.

More police presents … as it once was.

How to be safe in your neighborhoods

Idk

Bicycling Safety programs, pedestrian accident awareness

no

I am sorry. It is not something I have given thought to and nothing comes to mind immediately.

No

I would like to see more teen programs offered.

Home security audits; personal security information/training

I'd be really interested if we could have a kind of "State of Oro Valley" presentation from a police perspective. I'd like to hear the Police Department

tell us about what they do for us, how they keep crime levels down, how we can help, how to keep safe, etc. It would be an opportunity to meet our

police men and women, ancillary staff, etc. and thank them.

keeping your home safe, but that might be the Citizens academy

i think they are doing well

No. I want to know why they needed more cops if we are already the safest city in Arizona. Union or Chief power grab if you ask me.

We've watched for Coffee with a Cop but haven't read about any in a long time.

Dark House is much appreciated.

Public Image Education should be provided for the officers of Oro Valley. For example, what does it look like when two marked SUV's, a third squad

car, are on the shoulder of Oracle Road with several officers outside the vehicles questioning a single older male who appears to be weak and

probably homeless? What does that look like? What kind of image do angry officers convey? And so on. There are many other example that occur

every day.

A Day in the Life of a Cop for elementary/middle school students

At one time the police department had a program to etch vin numbers in auto glass. I wish that was still available

Not new, but the SRO program falls into the community policing philosophy in my view.

Can’t think of any

Traffic safety. Senior citizen safety. Monsoon safety

Do you still provide DARK HOME services?

None that I can think of

More dispose a med events



Teen driving program START

nope

Not really

I’d like to see more enforcement of red light running. Frequency of same seems to be increasing.

No

I would love to hear once in awhile, in person, what the trends are in Oro Valley in terms of law enforcement challenges/wins and what we can do

as citizens to help. Kind of a town hall format where we can ask questions, but not related to our own personal issues...please.

Cycling safety events for riders and drivers explaining rules of the road, lights for bikes, bright colored clothing.

1. I would like to see Oro Valley offer somewhere we could take old electronics for disposal.

Loved the Citizen's Academy!

Info on cell service and 911 coverage areas

Continued self defense, self assessment/training for home preparation to prevent crime

Drop all of them!

Shredathons. Updates on crime trends and what we can do as a community. Updates on laws including fireworks.

No. The police do a great job.

Q5 Any other comments or suggestions about public safety (fire and police) in Oro Valley?

(155 responses by locals)

They are excellent!

Both are fantastic. Wonderful responders, extremely helpful and very dedicated to our community. I really enjoy working with them, and know first

hand how difficult their jobs can be, yet they're always putting our community first.

MORE PATROLS ON MOORE ROAD BETWEEN RANCHO VISTOSO AND LaCANADA. THIS HAS TURNED INTO THE INDY 500 SPEEDWAY. 35 IS NOT IN

FORCED. NEED CONSTANT PATROLS THERE IN ORDER TO KEEP THE SPEEDS DOWN. AFTER YOU HAVE WORKED THERE, THE SPEEDS GO RIGHT

BACK UP.

They do a fine job already

Keep the battery changing program.

Less traffic policing and more focus on schools.

Be sure to fully fund the police and fire department. This includes adding more officers when needed.

Really pleased with the professionalism.

Thanks for keeping us safe!

There has been a lot of discussion in the press about OV public safety. It's too much of a burden to say that only fire and police are responsible for

public safety. For example, emergency room staff reporting non-accident related physical injuries. Public awareness of human and drug trafficking.

I do not support the Town's decision to rob funds from other efforts in order to hire four additional police officers and purchase their patrol cars plus

equipment. Oro Valley has become a police state. I often observe several police cars lined up behind one old blue haired woman conducting a

traffic stop. Totally ridculous, a waste of tax payer assets paid for hard earned tax payer dollars.

I was looking to donate to a local police/fire association but could not find any. Are there any associations for Oro valley police and/or fire?

We are fortunate to have quality public safety in OV. I hope the emphasis continues to maintain these quality services.

They do an amazing job! Keep up the amazing work!!!

no. Concerned about cost of pensions for police department.

Need more patrol for speeding, especially on La Canada.

reduce the leadtime required to use the dark house police check
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https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=service&question_id=5d117275f72f8901ee8acd93
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=ov&question_id=5d117275f72f8901ee8acd93
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=like&question_id=5d117275f72f8901ee8acd93
https://www.flashvote.com/surveys/5d116bc5f72f8901ee8acd48/text_responses?filter=local&filter_account=all&q=la&question_id=5d117275f72f8901ee8acd93


Give OVPD whatever they need. I do not support the Mayor and town council!

Thank you for the service

We receive excellent service from both Police and Fire in Oro Valley. Keep up the great work!

A well formatted, easy to understand, presentation of OV public safety cost relative to other similar jurisdictions in Arizona.

Yes, this should be a hole new topic survey...….

Our public safety is present in our community which in turn I believe creates a lower potential for crime or at least a faster response time. I’ve

witnessed many of our public safety members not only working, but definitely volunteering in various capacities throughout the community.

I am happy with what we experience here in Sun City Oro Valley!

No

I’m very pleased with both of these departments. Very aware and helpful in multiple situations.

Public safety is doing a great job. Both OVPD & GRFD are an asset to our community. They go above & beyond.

Just keep up the excellent work!

Oro Valley cops focus on the right priorities and are available and professional. Same with Golder Ranch Fire.

not sure how i feel about the volunteer “cops”. i believe in hiring more real cops and doing away with the volunteers

Keep up the good work!

Keep up the good work.

Maybe a program where the EMTs are trained to look for medical records on a form in a specific place (for seniors.) This program is used in other

cities, forget its technical name, but everyone gets a vial and puts their info in it. But it only works if everyone participates.

Spend the money to keep the police force fully staffed at all times. Period.

I would like to see more SPEED enforcement around CDO when school is in session .

LOVE public safety in Oro Valley.!!!

I feel very safe living in Oro Valley. Pleased with response time from OVPD, having had to call a few years ago, due to a safety issue in my

neighborhood.

No, not at this time but we appreciate your service!

Think police dept is one of the best in the country

The per capita number of police for cities with 25,000 to 50,000 residents is 17 officers per 10,000. Why does Oro valley have 100 officers?

My few interactions with the Oro Valley Police have been excellent. They are true professionals.

None at this time

keep manpower up to proper levels. they both do a fine job; keep it that way.

I really appreciate what and how the GRFD interacts within my Sun City Oro Valley community. I have used them recently for blood pressure

monitoring, requested wellness checks for neighbors who hadn't been seen outside in awhile and to close a garage door of a neighbor with a lock

box who went on vacation and accidentally left their door open. Outstanding services! The OV volunteer patrol handle many dark house checks in

Sun City Oro Valley, which makes our community a very safe place to live.

Keep investing to maintain the high level of safety for the community. Public safety is one of the key factors that makes Oro Valley a desirable

place to live.

Keep up the good work.

I am proud of our First Responders!

great group, much better to hire more of them then pay for an overpriced attorney for the city.

How about text or email alerts for traffic or safety alerts?

I believe the both units do an outstanding job.

OVPD is the largest expenditure item in our budget. It should be good & it is. However; I believe OVPD has the highest percentage of officers per

1000 people per jurisdiction. Is that necessary? I travel Oracle Rd a lot & ocasionally see two & three officers @ one stopped vehicle. (ocasionally

an elderly gray hair.???) What?

Better than any I know. Very very good.

I appreciate the friendly help I had with the snake, and asking for general information. It would be useful to have Arizona Orientation programs for

people moving here. Maybe just a website. It's very different than other parts of the country, and realtors could pass the word to people new to

living here.

No

This is one of the safest cities in Arizona because OV has invested in fire and police. There is nothing more important to our welfare and I am

grateful.

Please please please set a patrol on Lambert west of La Canada. The afternoon/evening traffic, especially on the west bound side has turned this

stretch of Lambert into a drag way. Drivers speeding up to get ahead of other vehicles before the merge down to one lane or speeding up to

prevent someone from getting in front of them.

All is well.

I really appreciate Brenda Staggs coming to our home to change batteries in fire alarms and providing us with good safety information.



Very pleased with our public safety

Good job. Proud of them all

As an older adult, I have noticed a few things about my reaction times, eyesight and hearing. Also my neck mobility is slightly hindered. Are there

any programs for older adults that would be a benefit for driving?

We are pleased with the police department. We feel that the fire department taxes are a total rip off considering the area we live in. Our property

taxes for the fire department are about $1000 a year for something we are not likely to use.

The police always respond when needed. I appreciate the dark house program.

GRFD & OVPD are top notch with providing professional and effective service. So glad to be able to call on them if needed.

We need to spend less in these two areas

I feel both our fire & police are really helpful & respectable.

Wondering why we need more officers as whenever I see the police are an incident it seems six or more are there when the need is not apparent

Boundary Maps on the website.

I think the police department is overstaffed compared to comparable size cities in AZ and other states. I suggest a study of FBI statistics and

staffing and crime stats of comparable size cities around the US to see how we compare.

They both do an excellent job.

We have the world's best police and fire protection. It is a major selling feature of Oro Valley. We must strive to maintain its superiority through

unwavering support, financial and otherwise.

I would like to receive notifications of things that are interesting, helpful, what to be aware of etc.

Both are great!

We love OVPD and our firefighters!

Keep up the good work

None

The Oro valley PG and Golder Ranch Fire provide excellent service and peace of mind to me as an Oro Valley resident.

Keep up the outstanding work! We feel very safe in OV.

There are very few fire hydrants in my subdivision (Suffolk Hills) and the pipes are old and too small to deliver enough flow, so water needs to be

trucked in. The infrastructure is old and needs replacement!

Be more proactive with direct messaging rather than expecting residents will resort to social media or web sites to gather information about the

services that are provided with taxpayer funding.

LOVE OVPD!

no

Some better way to communicate with citizens on police and fire activities. Many seniors in this community and we do not embrace social media as

much as the young people obsessed with it.

Nope--they're great.

School Zone on La Canada by Lehman School or reduce speed limit to 45 MPH

Please stop the speeders on la Canada and Smokethorn in Copper Creek! It’s gett worse all the time.

Both are doing a great job. Oro Valley is a great place to live. Thank you for your service and stay safe!

Time the traffic lights on Oracle

Keep enforcing speed limits.

Just please keep it a priority.

Glad the City Council approved funding for 4 additional police positions and the vehicles for them!

Very much appreciate the police and fire departments for making and keeping Oro Valley the safest city in Arizona and one of the safest in the

country

Their responses have always been very prompt and professional.

Keep up the good work.

Love our police department. When called, they immediately respond. Helpful, has had great coverage for my calls, but I don’t want to see that

reduced. One of the best things about OV— is feeling safe.

We are happy with the strong visual presence of the Oro Valley police along Oracle and the surrounding neighborhoods This is a good crime

deterrent.

I applaud the emergency trained first responders who don't hesitate they just do their jobs when an emergency happens.

Same as prior response but related to fire/medical rather than crime.

we have way too many police officers and buildings for a town of this size and residential composition. you only need to see 4 cruisers at the scene

of a traffic stop or accident to realize that. a real city could handle with one. a substation at Sun city and a new evidence location are absurd. the

town wastes taxpayer money.



Oro valley has a great safety record but I have also read that we have one of the highest police/citizen ratio in the US. It’s a tough decision but we

need to look wisely how we spend our money. Perhaps part of this review involves the police force which from what I have heard (though the

rumors could be totally wrong) we are way over staffed.

I think we have superb police and fire protection!

Occasional traffic patrolling/monitoring seems to have returned — at least sporadically — on Tangerine, between La Canada and 1st Ave. Thank

you! It had gotten totally out of control (speeding, unsafe passing, dangerous merging) since the discontinuance of visible and frequent patrols of

that area several months (or a year?) ago.

We are very grateful to have such a group of public safety folks serving our community. Thank you.

Both departments are stellar

No

Do we really need to dispatch first responders to pick rattlesnakes up and transfer them to other area? Firemen and firewomen are such high

specialized and quite expensive professionals to do this job. Wouldn’t be more cost-effective if there was a a less-specialized/expensive team to

only deal with simpler requests, such as transport rattlesnakes? Unless our first responders are under-utilized, it doesn’t make sense to spend their

time and tax-payers money to relocate rattlesnakes.

Both do a good job.

See previous comments.

Overall very please with the department and professionalism when I encounter them. The city is relatively safe but wonder about neighborhood

watch type programs.

Yes. I would like to see patrol car more frequently in my neighborhood Verde Ranch

The fire department services were appreciated to us newcomers from Seattle! We don't have snakes up there....only slugs!!

Services are excellent, staff is exceptional and available when needed.

no

Tickets are being issues for right turns on red at Oracle and 1st Ave. Recourse in the courts is nonexistent. Camera verification should be

mandatory.

Would like to know where to find out more about fires in the area. More info. And not on the Oro valley main web site. Too confusing.

I LOVE our Police Department!! They do an amazing job and keep is safe!

I was arrested, after calling in a situation with my partner and son. I was going to Emerge or a hotel, but was suddenly arrested. I have now had

THREE SURGICAL PROCEDURES trying to repair the physical trauma OVPD and Pima County officers inflicted. The emotional trauma may never be

healed. It would be nice to have some accountability. But your Emerge pillow drive is worthless when you don't allow or help women get there.

Home Fire prevention audits/information; Home safety audits/information;

Until we need them, these amazing people do a kind of invisible job. Perhaps our local media publications (OV Voice, The Explorer) could print

some positive tales of our silent saviors.

I appreciate the excellent safety both provide! I feel confident that if I have need for either type of service, I will get a quick and successful

response!! Thank you for your hard and often unappreciated professional work.

I'd currently like to see more speed enforcement officers in the construction zones on La Cholla.

Things feel pretty safe here

Fire and police are both very fast an efficient

consider developing a program to provide inexpensive front door home security cameras

My family and I feel very safe in the Oro Valley Community! Keep up the good work!

I am very pleased with our service and the quick response time to calls.

OV is a bike friendly community yet many people drive well in the bike lane and even pass cars making a turn! Drivers consistently make turns to

the "outside" lane; not the "inside" lane as required by law. That makes it very dangerous as well as depriving oncoming vehicles from making a

lawful right turn into their inside lane. Why isn't this enforced? Rather than give bicyclists 3 or 4', some drivers are crossing the double yellow in

order to stay as far away from bicyclists as possible. Not necessary and clear danger to oncoming traffic. Too many red light runners! A yellow light

here seems to mean "speed up!". Many times the red light has been red for several seconds yet a car will blast through anyway. We never take a

green light without looking both ways anymore. Why can't we get (gentle) speed bumps in the Monte Del Oro community? Especially on Guava Dr

as many drivers use it as a thoroughfare to the park and don't adhere to the 25mph speed limit.

How about using textinguisher for urgent announsements?

I believe policing neighborhoods need to increase.

CONTROL SPEEDS ON ALL ROADS IN ORO VALLEY......NOW TOTALLY OUT OF CONTROL!

Keep up the good work!

Yes, just a comment. I've called before but it's very disturbing to continuously witness the high rate of speed that our Oro Valley police officers

travel at when driving around town. My kids have even commented before how fast they drive, upwards of 15-20 mph over the posted limits and

have flown by me. I don't understand why.

They do a great job! Thanks!

Officers should be trained in the demographics of the community they serve, and ideally, should either have had experience in other communities,

or clearly understand that the rate of law-abiding residents exceed--are significantly higher--than most other communities. It is the public

perception that most OV officers are engaged in pulling over commuters for offenses that seem to be newly minted every few months. The public

perception is that OV is overstaffed with officers most of whom do not know and cannot appreciate the difference between this community and

most other communities.



Fully support police but 4 cars when someone is pulled over at a traffic stop seems excessive.

I believe fire and police should not endorse political candidates.

The OVPD AND 1st RESPONDERS ARE ABSOLUTELY 1ST CLASS IN MY BOOK!

Love the support from fire and PD give Project Graduation

I can’t thank our police department enough for keeping Oro Valley so safe! I come from a good neighborhood in Phoenix, but Oro Valley is like a

different planet when it comes to crime and safety. I always say there is a police officer around every corner and I LOVE it!

We have a lot of police in Oro Valley. We appreciate them keeping our town safe, however, I see them sitting in parking lots a lot more than

patrolling.

nope

Great departments!

I enjoy living in Oro Valley and feel safe based on our police and fire personnel

They’re doing a great job

You are the best and I'm so honored to know you have my 'back'!

They are the best!

Great job and response time

We live in La Canada Ridge home development. We would LOVE to see Oro Valley Police give out tickets for speeding along La Canada from

Tangerine (going North) and just before Moore Road. People have no regard for the 45 mph speed limit. We see people going 65 - 70 mph along La

Canada.

Neighborhood Watch program still in use?

Very impressed with EMTs professionalism.

No. I value them, haven’t (thankfully) needed assistance yet. Even though I haven’t used media routinely for notices, I will start checking the

website.. Thank you

Is there a way to get email messages about public safety issues?

Rather luxurious expenses reflected in city budget.

I have twice submitted a request for a traffic control during commuting hours at LaCanada and Congressional. During that time, heavy traffic flow

coming north on LaCanada and coming south on LaCanada criss cross making it extremely difficult to exit Congressional and go south on

LaCanada. This causes many to pull out of Congressional and stop sideways into the median to wait for the south coming traffic to clear, making a

great possibility of a crash.

Provide course for seniors who want to continue driving. Some don’t Know when to put away the keys. Some need a refresher on rules of the road.

With so many seniors in the area, we all want to be safe!
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